DELHI POLIC PUBLIC SCHOOL
CLASS VII
FA4 PROJECT
ENGLISH

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Read the chapter 10 of GEOGRAPHY ( LIFE IN A DESERT )& Chapter 10 of SPL (
STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY ) and answer the following questions in your GEOGRAPHY &
SPL notebooks:Q1:- Write a brief note on the cold & hot desert of the world ( SAHARA & LADAKH)
highlighting the following points :a) location
b) climate
c) flora & fauna
d) life of the people.
Q2;- give reasons for the following :a) People of Sahara desert wear heavy robes.
b) Modern activities are changing the desert traditional looks.

Q3 :- Map Skills :a) On the outline map of Africa mark the Sahara Desert and only four countries around it.
b) On the outline map of India, mark the Karakoram range, Zaskar range, Ladakh & zorilla pass.
Question for SPL :Q1:- What do you understand by TMS?
Q2:- What issues is the TMS fighting for? How is it helping in the fish workers economic
development?
Q3:- What do you understand by displacement? Explain the effects of displacement on dwellers
of Satpura forest in Madya Pradesh& How they deal with it?
Q4:- Write a note on creative expression by writers, singers, dancers & artists against inequality.
Q5:- "People fighting against inequality are respected globally". Identify one such personality
with the special reference to his/her work, Write few lines about them * their work with their
picture.
Q6:- Justify the statement " Indian constitution is a living document".

MATHS:
1. Draw the following shapes /figures and state the number of lines of symmetry after
marking them
i.
Square
ii.
Rectangle
iii.
Rhombus
iv.
Parallelogram
v.
Quadrilateral
vi.
Hexagon
vii.
Circle
viii. Equilateral triangle
ix.
Isosceles triangle
x.
Scalene Triangle.
2.

Draw and paste two symmetrical design and origami sheet.

SCIENCE:
Q.1 What could be the natural causes of deforestation make a detailed study of it through book,
magazine, internet and write about 200 words in points.
Q.2 Have you seen a person entering manholes to clean the sewage system? What are the
dangers of this job? What safety measures they should take? Make a study and summarize it in
100 words.
Q.3 (a) Write a note on how we can personally conserve water in our everyday life. You may
search internet take help of books (about 200 words).
Q.3 (b) Make a poster on A4 postal sheet showing “How to conserve water with a slogan”.
Name should be written at the back of poster.
SANSKRIT:

Select any five logos of any school or department and write its motto in Sanskrit.
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